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Abstract

Major technology companies strive to protect the integrity of political advertising on their platforms by implementing and enforcing self-regulatory policies that impose transparency requirements on political ads. In this paper, we quantify whether Facebook’s current enforcement correctly identifies political ads and ensures compliance by advertisers. In a comprehensive, large-scale analysis of 4.2 million political and 29.6 million non-political ads from 215,030 advertisers, we identify ads correctly detected as political (true positives), ads incorrectly detected (false positives), and ads missed by detection (false negatives). Facebook’s current enforcement appears imprecise: 61% more ads are missed than are detected worldwide, and 55% of U.S. detected ads are in fact non-political. Detection performance is uneven across countries, with some having up to 53 times higher false negative rates among clearly political pages than in the U.S. Moreover, enforcement appears inadequate for preventing systematic violations of political advertising policies: for example, advertisers were able to continue running political ads without disclosing them while they were temporarily prohibited in the U.S. We attribute these flaws to five gaps in Facebook’s current enforcement and transparency implementation, and close with recommendations to improve the security of the online political ad ecosystem.

1 Introduction

Online political advertising is a powerful tool for enabling engagement in the political process, but with this power comes the risk of abuse that can harm the integrity of the democratic process. Scrutiny of major online advertising platforms intensified due to foreign interference in the 2016 U.S. elections [87] as well as broader concerns on disinformation, voter suppression, and inauthentic behavior [89]. As government regulation has failed to adapt [64, 71], oversight on online political advertising has fallen largely to the platforms themselves [42, 64]. Platforms therefore developed self-regulatory policies [71] that include verifying and revealing advertisers’ identity [48, 57], creating public archives of political ads [6], or even banning political ads altogether [1, 64].

A baseline requirement for platforms to protect integrity and reduce harm is then to properly identify advertisements that seek to influence public opinion, and adequately enforce their policies on those ads and their advertisers. Failing to do so correctly, rapidly, and consistently leaves an opportunity for ill-spirited advertisers to impede public scrutiny, spread violating content, and evade restrictions on political ads. Conversely, well-meaning advertisers are disadvantaged if their ads are unduly made unavailable due to incorrect enforcement, or if they (over-)comply with policies while others do not [72], especially when policies are unclear or ambiguous.

Given the large number of submitted ads, platforms usually deploy automated methods for policy review, complemented by human review when needed [23, 38, 75].

In this paper, we audit whether Facebook makes accurate enforcement decisions for ads that may be in scope of its political ad¹ policies, but were not declared as such by the respec-

¹In this paper, we use ‘political ads’ as shorthand for ads in scope of Facebook’s policy, i.e., “ads about social issues, elections or politics” [11].
tive advertisers. Facebook is the most popular social media platform worldwide among users [66] and advertisers [103], and its political ad policies and transparency are considered to be among the most developed for major technology companies [71, 101], allowing us to analyze the effectiveness of self-regulation through one of the most advanced deployments. We build a novel large-scale data collection pipeline that retrieves all currently active ads running on Facebook’s core advertising platforms from the Ad Library, its ad transparency tool. Our comprehensive and representative data set contains 4.2 million political and 29.6 million non-political ads from all 215,030 pages that ran political ads during the second half of 2020 and beginning of 2021, covering major elections in the U.S. and Brazil. We analyze the prevalence of ads that Facebook correctly detects to violate policies after they start running (true positives), ads that Facebook detects but are not political (false positives), and ads that Facebook fails to detect even though they are political (false negatives).

In prior work, the Ad Library has been used to study advertisers evading Facebook’s transparency requirements [36], while other research sought to quantify enforcement errors through anecdotal evidence [33, 97, 108, 111], or through crowdsourced [96, 102] or self-published [75] ads; however, these studies inherently cover only a small sample of ads. To the best of our knowledge, no previous study has quantified the performance of Facebook’s political ad policy enforcement in detecting non-compliance at a large and representative scale. A study such as ours is essential to understanding whether Facebook’s current self-regulation effort is sufficient to maintain the integrity of its political ad ecosystem.

Overall, we find that policy violations detected after an ad starts running represent a small share (1.7%) of political ads on Facebook. Detection happens rather quickly; yet it is worth noting that these violating ads failed to be detected during Facebook’s initial ad review, which allowed them to accumulate over 2 billion user impressions before being taken down. Unfortunately, this detection of violating ads seems to have little visible impact on advertisers. Despite a history of violations, we observe that the top violating advertisers were able to continue running new ads and accumulate more violations for long periods of time, even while political ads were banned in the U.S. [1, 70, 94].

Ambiguities in Facebook’s policies and flaws in Facebook’s existing detection appear to cause many unrelated ads to be incorrectly labeled as political: We estimate that among U.S. advertisers, 55% of ads detected as “political” by Facebook are in fact false positives. Conversely, we identify 39% of advertisers in Facebook’s Ad Library Reports as clearly political. While such advertisers are subject to a blanket rule in Facebook’s ad policy requiring them to declare all their ads as political, these pages ran a total of 116,963 ads that were not declared as political and not detected by Facebook. In addition, significant differences in the rates of undeclared ads arise between countries: While performance is best in the United States at 0.85%, Facebook may fail to detect up to 45% of undeclared political ads in other countries.

When considering only the running ads where Facebook needed to make an enforcement decision, that is, ads not voluntarily disclosed by their advertisers, we find 61% more ads that are missed than are detected by Facebook within 14 days, and 55% of detected ads are likely false positives (Table 1). With more errors than correct decisions, Facebook’s current enforcement approach appears inadequate: users are left vulnerable to ads that seek to influence their opinion without proper disclosure, while legitimate advertisers regularly see their ads unjustly taken down. We attribute these flaws to insufficient attention for an advertiser’s political intent, the possibility for advertisers to continue running violating ads, inadequate localization in many countries, and ambiguity in policies, worsening transparency. Based on these observations, we make a number of recommendations to improve policy enforcement (section 7).

In summary, our main contributions are:

- We develop a novel data collection pipeline through which we obtain a comprehensive and representative view on all active political and non-political ads running between July 2020 and February 2021 across 215,030 pages (section 4).
- From an ad-level perspective, we find 1.7% of all “political” ads to have been detected post-hoc by Facebook, but detection is imprecise: we estimate through manual labeling that in the U.S., 55% of detected ads were incorrectly marked as political (false positives) and taken down (section 5).
- From an advertiser perspective, we find that detection of violating ads does not appear to prevent future violations, and that Facebook misses 116,963 ads from clearly political advertisers (false negatives), with considerably worse performance outside the United States (section 6).
- We identify five factors where our findings suggest that Facebook’s current enforcement and transparency implementation is lacking, and suggest improvements that would strengthen enforcement and improve the security of the online political ad ecosystem (section 7).

2 Background

2.1 Political ad policy

Facebook imposes increased authenticity and transparency requirements for “ads about social issues, elections or politics,” by requiring advertisers to confirm their identity and location and declare who funded the ads. These requirements are only mandatory and therefore proactively or reactively enforced in

---

Footnotes:

2Facebook, Instagram, Messenger, and the Audience Network.
3An advertiser runs ads from their Facebook page [6]. In this paper, we use ‘advertiser’ and ‘page’ interchangeably.
around 460 countries and territories for ads about social issues, elections or politics, and in around 60 additional countries for ads about elections or politics only [18], with these sets of countries expanding over time. In all other countries, advertisers are currently “strongly encouraged” to get authorized and declare ads, but this is voluntary and not enforced [18]. Facebook considers ads to be “about social issues, elections or politics” if they are [12]:
- “made by, on behalf of or about a candidate for public office, a political figure, a political party, a political action committee or advocates for the outcome of an election to public office; or
- about any election, referendum or ballot initiative, including “get out the vote” or election information campaigns; or
- about any social issue in any place where the ad is being run; or
- regulated as political advertising.”

Facebook further specifies ‘social issues’ as “sensitive topics that are heavily debated, may influence the outcome of an election or result in/relate to existing or proposed legislation” and requires disclosure for these “social issue ads that seek to influence public opinion” [5]. Facebook defines a list of top-level ‘social issues’ per country (where applicable), which can change over time [5]; Facebook further clarifies these topics with examples of ads that are in and out of scope [56].

Before an advertiser can run ads about social issues, elections or politics in an applicable country, they must complete the authorization process there and confirm their identity and location [12, 24, 38, 48]. Once authorized, they can create ‘disclaimers’ to indicate which funding entity (individual, page or organization) paid for a given ad [22, 28, 38]. When running a political ad, the advertiser must then select it as a “Special Ad Category” [24] and add a disclaimer [24, 38].

As shorthand, whenever we mention ‘political ads’ we refer to “ads about social issues, elections or politics” that were properly declared (i.e., having a disclaimer) or detected (i.e., lacking a disclaimer but marked as political by Facebook).

2.2 Policy enforcement

Facebook requires advertisers to self-determine that an ad is in scope of its ad policy on social issues, elections or politics, but also reviews any other submitted ad for policy compliance [38]. This “relies primarily on automated review (artificial intelligence) […] and, in some cases, [they] have trained global teams to review specific ads” [38]. If an undeclared ad gets caught during this initial review, it never runs and is not archived in the Ad Library; the attempted violation will never be publicly known. This paper excludes such early detections.

If an undeclared ad passes review and is running, it can still “be flagged by AI or reported by [Facebook’s] community” as political [38]. Facebook then “disapproves” the ad retroactively, meaning they deactivate the ad, so it is no longer shown to any user. This is the type of ad detection that we study in this paper. Facebook also archives the violating ad in the Ad Library with a message that “this ad ran without a disclaimer,” regardless of whether the advertiser completed the ad authorization process [4, 6]. While the ad will remain publicly archived even when inactive, it will therefore never be known who paid for the ad. Violating pages may also be restricted from running new (political) ads or be disabled [12].

2.3 Transparency tools

Facebook emphasizes transparency as a means to hold them and their advertisers accountable [38], enabling users to be aware of who is trying to influence them as well as enabling journalists, organizations, and researchers (including us) to audit online political advertising [38]. To support this transparency, Facebook provides three core tools [113]:

1. The Ad Library [8] is a web portal where users can search all currently active ads for any Facebook page in any country, as well as all active and inactive ads about social issues, elections or politics. Only for the latter, provided metadata includes the disclaimer provided (if any), the identity of an authorized advertiser and how this was verified, and binned estimates of ad spend, reach, and impressions. A non-political ad disappears from the Ad Library once it becomes inactive; a political ad is archived for 7 years [6].

2. The Ad Library API [9] provides an interface for automated queries for all active and inactive ads about social issues, elections or politics for any page in a given country.

3. The Ad Library Report [10] aggregates advertiser data for all ads about social issues, elections or politics for countries where Facebook requires disclosure, listing all pages with at least one political ad in the chosen time span.

2.4 Related work

Prior work used crowdsourced or self-published ads to analyze the correctness of Facebook’s political ad policy enforcement. Silva et al. [96] developed a system to crowdsource Facebook ads in Brazil and classify them as political using a supervised machine learning model. Across 38,110 ads during the 2018 Brazilian elections, this model found 835 ads (2.2%) that had not been correctly declared nor detected as political. Matias et al. [75] conducted an audit study on Facebook and Google’s political ad policy enforcement through self-published ads, finding that Facebook applies their policies too restrictively, leading to 10 mistakenly prohibited ads (out of 238), while Google prohibited no ads. Sosnovik and Goga [102] compared platform, advertiser, and user perceptions of the def-
inition of online political ads on Facebook through 63,400 crowdsourced ads labeled by volunteers. They found that social issue ads in particular see the highest error rate due to unclear policies, although users largely perceive them as political, and observe disagreement between automated classifiers for political ads trained on differently sourced sets of (non-)political ads. Moreover, several media reports have given anecdotal evidence of ads missed by Facebook’s enforcement, both from politicians [33, 97, 108] and social issue organizations [97, 111]. Using the Ad Library, Cencere et al. [23] found that COVID-19-related ads were more likely to be detected by Facebook, suggesting that these may have been falsely detected, and that ad policies were confusing to advertisers. Our study quantifies the performance of Facebook’s enforcement on a larger and more representative scale than these previous studies, as we gather all active ads for all pages with at least one political ad, to analyze the prevalence of both false positives and false negatives.

From a transparency perspective, Edelson et al. [37] described and compared the efforts by Facebook, Google, and Twitter on a technical level. They later conducted a security analysis on transparency for Facebook’s Ad Library in the U.S. [36], finding that adversarial political advertisers could evade transparency requirements through erroneous disclaimers and undisclosed coordinated behavior. We assess how advertisers may evade declaring their ads as political altogether, through which they also avoid transparency.

Further audits of Facebook’s advertising platform found that advertisers can exploit ad targeting to infer private or sensitive user information [43, 50–52, 109], or to deploy highly targeted and biased ad campaigns [16, 49, 87], with users receiving inadequate targeting explanations from Facebook [16]. Facebook’s ad delivery may also skew which users see which ads, potentially leading to discrimination based on gender or race [14, 60, 69], including for political ads [15].

3 Enforcement Errors and Their Impact

We introduce the two error types that affect the security of Facebook’s political ad platform, i.e., the ‘threat model,’ and describe the actors that may either exploit these errors to induce harm, or that are themselves harmed by these errors.

First, ads may not be detected as political by Facebook, i.e., are false negatives. Once they are allowed to run, these missed ads harm the integrity of the online political ad ecosystem and of Facebook’s transparency efforts. They result from Facebook failing to discover ads that advertisers did not properly declare, whether deliberately to avoid scrutiny or accidentally due to misinterpreting (ambiguous) policies [33, 97, 102, 111]. Malicious advertisers may have an incentive to not declare politically motivated ads, as this relieves them of the accompanying restrictions. They would not need to get authorized by Facebook (requiring identification) nor display who paid for the ad [38]. Moreover, users will be unaware that the advertiser is attempting to influence them as the ad interface will not reflect that the ad is political [38], and they might be shown the ad even if they requested to see fewer political ads [58]. The advertiser can then abuse these flaws to spread disinformation or prohibited content (e.g., voter suppression), or engage in ‘coordinated inauthentic behavior’ where accounts conspire to run influence campaigns [36, 89], without being publicly identified. Moreover, such an advertiser can circumvent bans on political ads, as was (temporarily) the case after the 2020 U.S. elections [1]. Finally, advertisers may want to evade transparency and accountability: undetected ads disappear from the Ad Library once they become inactive, leaving researchers and journalists unable to discover policy-violating content or hold advertisers and Facebook accountable for compliance with and enforcement of the political ad policy.

Second, ads may be incorrectly detected as political by Facebook, i.e., are false positives. As detected ads are taken down and may even result in pages being restricted from running ads or being deleted, Facebook reduces the availability of legitimate advertisements through these errors, whether the ads concern social issues (but do not influence public opinion) or are purely commercial. On the one hand, these can result from Facebook applying their policies too restrictively or erroneously and detecting ads that are in fact not political. For example, Facebook’s enforcement errors were found to hinder public health messages related to COVID-19 [23, 95] and vaccines [63, 79, 104]; were thought to unduly insinuate political division for social themes [47, 53, 80, 90, 99, 100, 114]; or resulted from false name matches [45, 74–76]. On the other hand, advertisers themselves may introduce false positives by (voluntarily) over-declaring ads that are not in scope of the political ad policy [102], possibly due to incorrectly or overly cautiously interpreting this policy or because they fear the ad will otherwise be erroneously detected and taken down. False detections also erode trust in enforcement as a whole, as they suggest that the automated decision models are unable to properly distinguish political ads, and further reduce the quality of input data to these models.

Throughout this paper, we label ads as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Considered as political by</th>
<th>advertiser</th>
<th>Facebook us</th>
<th>Label</th>
<th>Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>declared</td>
<td>True positive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>(over-)declared</td>
<td>False positive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>detected*</td>
<td>True positive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>(over-)detected*</td>
<td>False positive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>undetected*</td>
<td>False negative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>✓</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>True negative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓ OR ✓</td>
<td>undeclared</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4 Data Collection

To understand the dynamics and possible shortcomings of Facebook’s ad policy enforcement, we must capture the full lifespan for all relevant ads. The Ad Library API is insufficient for this purpose: it only returns ads once they are known to be political, which crucially excludes the period before Facebook enforces upon an ad, and omits ads that Facebook never enforces upon altogether. We therefore develop a novel large-scale data collection pipeline using the Ad Library web portal, which lists all active ads for a given page, regardless of whether they are political. In this section, we first define the scope of our study and present our data collection method. We then describe and validate the resulting data set, and discuss the ethics of our data collection as well as the impact of its limitations on our study.

4.1 Scope and method

Our data collection started on July 9, 2020, and was initialized with all pages that were present in any Ad Library Report for the past week since April 21, 2020, i.e., all pages that had published any political ads relatively recently. Until January 12, 2021, we continuously added pages newly appearing in the most recently available Ad Library Report. We consider the resulting set of pages as the scope of our study. We continued collecting ads for these pages for four more weeks, i.e., until February 9, 2021. This period therefore covered the pause on political ads in the United States after the elections on November 3, 2020 [1]. Our data collection covered all 71 countries with an Ad Library report at the time of our measurement. Appendix G lists the dates when reports were first available and when we started tracking their pages.

For every page that is in scope, we scrape its ads from the Ad Library web portal [8] with a target period of 24 hours, as well as page metadata with a target period of 14 days. We request all currently active ads which had impressions in the previous 7 days in any country; we do not apply any other filter. Additionally, for every ad, we gather its contents and metadata 14 days after its first observation through the ad snapshot tool used in the Ad Library API. As this endpoint reports the ad’s most recent state, even if already inactive, this allows us to observe any enforcement by Facebook within 14 days of the ad’s publication. For an ad detected within 14 days, we assume that ad detection led to its deactivation. We then calculate the activity period of an ad as the time between its first and last (daily) observation, assuming that the ad was published just before the former and detected just after the latter, with a 24-hour margin due to our scraping frequency. Moreover, whenever we analyze the activity period of an ad, we require that we likely captured the full lifespan of an ad, and therefore exclude ads active during the final four weeks of our data collection (reducing right censoring) or before/during our first scrape for a given page (reducing left censoring). Finally, we retrieve all political ads that were active during our measurement period through the Ad Library API on March 30, 2021, in the subset of countries where API data was available to us (covering 80% of scraped ads, Appendix G).

4.2 Data set description

In total, we observed 33.8 million unique ads during our measurement, of which 4.2 million were declared or detected as political (Table 2). As Facebook only provides ranges for ad spend and impressions for political ads, we estimate that these had around 100 billion impressions and cost around 1 to 1.4 billion U.S. dollars. We see that United States advertisers dominate our data in terms of the number of ads placed overall, as well as in political ad count, spend, and impressions until the 2020 U.S. elections (Appendix B), when Facebook restricted U.S. political ads [1].

We observed ads across 215,030 pages (by definition, all of these pages had at least one political ad ever); we never observed any ads for 50,794 additional pages in scope. Small advertisers represent the majority of these pages: the median page posts fewer than 6 ads and 1 political ad respectively (Figure 1). Conversely, a small percentage of pages account for the majority of ads: the top 20% advertisers posted 92.5% of all ads and 81.9% of all political ads. Distributions are similar between U.S. and non-U.S. advertisers. To conserve...
4.3 Data set validation

We assess the coverage of our data set both internally and externally to determine how often we were unable to retrieve all available ads. As an internal validation, we compare the expected number of available ads included in Facebook portal data to the number of actually observed ads. As an external validation, we compare the observed political ads with those retrieved from the Ad Library API.

We summarize our coverage in Figure 2. We missed 19.8% of ad observations, most often due to a limitation in Facebook’s systems: even though the portal is able to report that a page has over 50,000 ads, it fails to actually load more than 7,800 ads per scrape. Very large advertisers therefore bear the bulk of missing observations. We also miss the first ads from newly seen advertisers due to a delay of usually three days between a page’s first political ad impression and its appearance in the Ad Library Report [32]. Otherwise, discrepancies are due to our scraping frequency or setup: we miss ads that disappear during a scrape, that only appear between scrapes or after the last scrape, or when the scraper (partially) failed. For 7.5% of ads, we could not make the 14-day snapshot: this is largely due to resources being unavailable or restricted through Facebook’s snapshot tool, or because the 14-day interval was outside our measurement period. Finally, for 184 pages (0.07%), we failed to retrieve page metadata.

Based on the maximum number of missed observations per page, we estimate to have missed at least an additional 6.4% of ads. Weighted by the observed proportion of political ads per page, we estimate to have missed 11.4% of political ad observations. We note that the (unknown) number of unique ads that we were unable to retrieve is significantly lower than the number of missed ad observations, since many ads are active for more than one day. Finally, based on the API data, we missed around 1 million political ads (24.8%), with an estimated combined spend between 188 and 550 million USD, and 24 to 31 billion impressions. While missing data may introduce risks to research validity [46], our findings are lower bounds mainly calculated in the aggregate, which are less affected by our data gaps. We therefore believe that our data and results remain sufficiently representative for the Facebook political ad ecosystem.

4.4 Ethics

We follow ethical guidelines for Internet measurement and cybersecurity research [19, 54, 73]. Our data collection does not affect any non-advertiser Facebook users and we do not observe any personally identifiable information on them. Our research received an IRB exemption as it does not involve human subjects. As part of publicly available metadata, we collect the disclaimer that the advertiser provides to Facebook for the ad authorization process [48]; in the case of individuals, this may include personally identifiable information such as their legal name. We only process this data in the aggregate and do not use it to identify any individual. Similarly, we do not name any specific advertiser to avoid inflicting harm resulting from flaws in Facebook’s enforcement.

We collect only publicly accessible data. As Facebook states that “more than 2 million people visit the Ad Library every month” [3], we do not expect this data collection to significantly affect the availability of the Ad Library, and we did not observe any service outage possibly caused by our scraping. While Facebook’s ‘Automated Data Collection Terms’ [17] may prohibit scraping, we believe that our research is in the public interest, and that its societal benefits justify the technical resources consumed from Facebook, as well as potential reputational and financial harm on Facebook. Institutions, civil society organizations, and researchers have previously called for improved transparency for all ads [2, 26,
35, 39, 59, 62, 64, 65, 71, 88, 110], confirming the value of our data set. We share our data and methods with other researchers at https://osf.io/7tw3e/. In the context of prior work, we already communicated with Facebook to discuss their ad review and transparency, and presented to them the overall issues and recommendations that we also analyze in this paper.

4.5 Limitations

The definition of our scope leads us to only track pages with at least one known political ad (declared or detected) as recorded in the Ad Library Report. If a page never gets caught or is exempt (news pages [7]), we will therefore not track its ads, potentially missing their false negatives. Likewise, we cannot cover advertisers in countries where declaration is voluntary, as Facebook does not publish an Ad Library Report there [6].

As quantified in subsection 4.3, we do not achieve full coverage of the ads published by advertisers within our scope. On the one hand, coverage is affected by the trade-off between limited resources on our side and the large number of pages in scope. The 24-hour scraping period means we miss ads that were active only between two scrapes, and limits the granularity of observed activity periods. Our snapshot delay leads us to miss ad status changes beyond 14 days. However, we consider any changes after 14 days less likely to be due to Facebook’s own enforcement system, but rather due to external reporting. We also request ads shown in any country; Facebook provides a filter by country, but this would prohibitively multiply the required resources. We therefore assign pages and their ads to a country based on a heuristic, i.e., top spend on political ads. On the other hand, delays, flaws and changes in Facebook’s systems further reduce coverage. Delays in the publication of the Ad Library Report [32] and a limit on the number of retrievable ads cause us to partially miss ads from newly added and very large advertisers, respectively. We also experience infrequent failures of our scrapers, due to changed request methods or unavailable resources, or race conditions during one scrape (e.g., leading to duplicate ads). Beyond these unobserved ads in scope, we do not know the total number of ads on Facebook, which prevents us from quantifying true negatives and calculating metrics that depend on it. However, we expect true negatives to be much more prevalent, and therefore select classification metrics that are more robust against this class imbalance.

Finally, limitations result from Facebook’s transparency implementation. Without full metadata on all ads, we cannot quantify the impact in terms of spend and impressions of undetected political ads. We also have no visibility into ads that are caught during initial review and are therefore prevented from running altogether. More abstractly, we rely on Facebook’s Ad Library functioning properly, i.e., returning the actual, complete set of (non-)political ads from all pages [21, 110, 112]. While we have no reason to believe this is not the case, we also have no way to confirm this for our data set, due to a lack of transparency into Facebook’s architecture. Crowdsourced ads may allow to audit the accuracy of the Ad Library, albeit not completely [21, 30]. Moreover, while we are the first to conduct large-scale data collection through the web portal, researchers and organizations have documented consistency, completeness, and reliability issues with the Ad Library API [22, 25, 32, 36, 39, 41, 91, 93]. These challenges in comprehensively obtaining all currently active ads ultimately harm Facebook’s transparency efforts.

5 Ad-level Enforcement

We first examine enforcement of individual ads, independent from the advertiser. We start by quantifying the prevalence of enforcement, that is, how frequently Facebook is taking down ads for not having the required disclaimers, and determine the exposure that violating ads had before detection. We then survey how often an enforcement decision made by Facebook is appropriate, especially with regard to ads that likely should not have been taken down (false positives) and where incorrect enforcement harmed advertisers.

5.1 Current ad policy enforcement

Within our measurement data, 72,678 ads were marked at some point as ‘detected,’ i.e., political but not properly declared, within 14 days after the ad’s first activity. These detected ads therefore represent a minor share (1.7%) of all 4.2 million observed political ads. Edelson et al. [36] reported a 9.7% detection rate for May 2018–June 2019, suggesting policy awareness and compliance may have since improved. Moreover, Facebook has stated that “between March 1[, 2021] and Election Day, [they] rejected about 3.3 million ad submissions that targeted the US without completing the authorization process before they could run” [3], suggesting that Facebook’s initial ad review already catches most violations, although the lack of detail makes a reliable comparison difficult (e.g., authorization may be subject to separate review, and an advertiser could try and resubmit an ad until it passes).

Next, we analyze whether Facebook prevents violating ads from gaining much exposure by measuring how quickly Facebook takes down an ad that should have been declared as political. Detection of ads that slipped through the initial ad review is relatively fast (Figure 3): 40% of ads were detected within less than 1 day, with the median activity period being less than 2 days. Detected ads are also active for shorter periods than any political ad, for which the median activity period is less than 3 days, suggesting that ads are primarily detected while they are still active. However, violating ads may still

---

6Facebook started its pause on political ads 7 days before the 2020 U.S. election, a.o., to “re-review[ ads] for policy violations” [107].

7However, we find that this filter can also be unreliable, with some ads only being available when no country filter is set.
enjoy significant exposure in budget, impressions, and time. We estimate the detected ads to have accumulated spending between 12.2 and 20.7 million U.S. dollars and between 2.1 and 2.4 billion impressions, i.e., instances where a user saw the ad without the proper context that it was political. 5,885 ads (8.1%) were active for over a week, meaning detection occurred very late. Moreover, we find 49,263 ads that were likely detected only after they became inactive, as they became inactive within 14 days, were not yet marked as political after 14 days, but were present in the Ad Library API. The advertiser could therefore display their violating ad for the desired duration. These 55,148 combined detections do not prevent most or any user harm, as most or all intended ad impressions still occur. Instead, they are only useful for the secondary goal of transparency (as the ads are then included in the Ad Library) and for any potential disciplinary measures taken against the page.

5.2 Ads incorrectly detected as political

When Facebook takes down ads for a lack of disclosure of their political nature, some of these decisions are incorrect, i.e., false positives. For example, the takedown of 1,413 ads (1.16% of all detected ads) was later undone, possibly after an appeal by the advertiser. These reflect admissions by Facebook that the ads were false positives and should not have been disabled. To study false positives more systematically, we labeled a randomly selected sample of 300 correctly declared and 300 detected ads. We restricted these samples to advertisers in the United States to ensure that annotators could interpret ad text and context. Three authors determined whether each ad was within or outside the scope of Facebook’s political ad policy. They were instructed to adhere as closely as possible to Facebook’s definition, i.e., not apply their own interpretation of what should be a political ad. In a subsequent meeting, the annotators revisited disagreed-upon ads, and reassigned a final agreed-upon label in the case of simple labeling errors (agreement on the definition, but for example a missed reference to a politician). Otherwise, if they considered Facebook’s definition too ambiguous, in particular on whether an ad sought to influence public opinion, they recorded “disagreement” as the final outcome. Using Krippendorff’s α [68], we achieve an inter-rater reliability of 0.81, i.e., sufficiently strong agreement for reliable conclusions.

Table 3 lists the results of our labeling. For declared ads, a false positive indicates that an advertiser unnecessarily declared that ad. Across our sample, we observe 3.3% over-declared ads, suggesting the practice is rare. 80% of declared ads are related to politics and elections, which are clearly in scope of Facebook’s ad policy and should therefore be declared. Across all observed ads, Facebook does not appear to retroactively mark declared ads as non-political, i.e., Facebook does not (need to) check whether a declared ad falls within the scope of its policy. For detected ads, a false positive indicates over-enforcement by Facebook, unduly taking down the ad. Across our sample, a majority of detected ads (55%) should not have been enforced upon; if we extrapolate this rate to all detected ads, 67,433 ads should not have been taken down. This suggests that Facebook’s ad detection is overly aggressive. Edelson et al. [36] observed a 79% false positive rate through a similar manual analysis, corroborating our finding that this rate may be very high.

The annotators also described the ad topic, using an inductively developed codebook that was aligned in their meeting (Appendix E). 24% of false positive detected ads concern commercial products or services, and it was not immediately obvious why Facebook detected those ads as political. Among ads where the likely cause of error was more discernible, most errors concerned COVID-19-related and health ads, for which the ambiguity in the definition of ‘social issues’ ("seek to influence public opinion") makes confusion for advertisers and Facebook’s review more understandable. It appears that these policy ambiguities account for most errors; we attribute only 6% positive rate across ambiguous issue ads and false matches. Our findings suggest that in addition, commercial ads, where the reason for detection is less clear, represent a significant share of false positives. Finally, the annotators could not agree on the label for 5% of declared and 23% of detected ads, highlighting the difficulty of interpreting Facebook’s ad policy consistently. This disagreement mainly involved ads relating to social issues, where it was unclear whether the ad sought to influence public opinion, or ads with incidental references to politics, such as a candidate’s yard sign being visible in a real estate listing.

Summary  We find that detected political ads without a disclaimer account for only a small share (1.7%) of observed political ads, and that Facebook detected them rather quickly. Still, we see 55,148 detected ads running for more than a week or for their full intended duration, making detection largely ineffective at preventing users from seeing these violating political ads. In addition, detection appears to be very imprecise: we find that 55% of detected ads in the U.S. should not have been taken down (false positives), harming advertisers by making their legitimate ads unavailable to users.
Table 3: Manual categorization of 300 declared and 300 detected ads, grouped by annotators’ assessment of whether these are political per Facebook’s ad policy. ⊙: Related to social issues. Percentages are given within the sets of declared and detected ads, respectively; the margin of error is for a 95% binomial proportion confidence interval.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Ads considered political (true positives)</th>
<th>Ads considered non-political (false positives)</th>
<th>Ads disagreed upon by labelers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>declared</td>
<td>detected</td>
<td>#</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>By a political figure/organization</td>
<td>143</td>
<td>47.7</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>About a political figure/organization</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>20.3</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>About elections</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>11.7</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Political Values and Governance ⊙</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3.33</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Civil rights ⊙</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.67</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environment ⊙</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economy ⊙</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other ⊙</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total (Precision)</td>
<td>275</td>
<td>91.7</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4: Detected ads versus their share of all ads for a page.

6 Page-level Enforcement

We continue at the level of a Facebook page to examine whether enforcement appears to be consistently and correctly applied across all ads of a page. We start by describing how advertisers react to takedowns of a page’s ads. We then classify pages to describe the current composition of Facebook’s Ad Library based on a page’s likely political intent, and identify likely false negatives as ads published by pages with a clear political purpose that Facebook failed to detect.

6.1 Reaction to enforcement

We first analyze whether advertisers are able to repeatedly violate Facebook’s ad policy. We observe detections of undeclared political ads for 13,900 pages (5.2%), again lower than the 68.3% rate observed by Edelson et al. [36] for May 2018–June 2019. Overall counts of detected ads per page were low (Figure 4, left). However, 7,535 pages (54.2%) did not declare any political ads, so their only political ads were those that were detected (Figure 4, top), suggesting they may have unintentionally posted ads that were deemed to be political, possibly due to insufficient awareness of or ambiguity in ad policies. No advertisers appear to have placed many and mostly political ads without declaring them (Figure 4, top right); high absolute counts of detected ads are an artifact of an overall high volume of ads (Figure 4, bottom right). It does not appear that Facebook frequently banned pages as an enforcement action after detecting undeclared ads: only 458 pages were deleted some time after an ad detection, or 3.3% of pages with detected undeclared ads. (For reference, 7.2% of all pages in scope were ever deleted.) 373 of these 458 pages even continued placing new ads between their last taken down ad and deletion of the page.

Next, we analyze whether advertisers declare more ads after ads have been taken down, i.e., whether Facebook’s enforcement increased adherence to its ad policies. Ideally, this reaction should prevent future violations and protect users from being exposed to unmarked political ads. Out of the top 75 pages ranked by detected ad count (listed by class in Figure 5), 22 increased their proportion of ads declared as political after being detected (⊙–⊙): 5 started declaring continuously (⊙) and 5 others only shortly did not declare (⊙). However, increased declaration was only short-lived for 12 pages (⊙–⊙). Furthermore, 48 pages (⊙–⊙) barely declared any ad as political and often had a steady stream of violating ads taken down by Facebook. (This includes 39 news aggregator pages (⊙) that are likely not exempt from declaration, unlike more traditional news organizations [7].) This suggests that the most frequent offenders (in absolute terms) did not face any durable restriction in their ability to run ads as a potential disciplinary measure imposed by Facebook to increase compliance. Despite sometimes frequent and prolonged violations, all pages in the top 75 continued publishing ads after detection.

After the 2020 U.S. election, Facebook temporarily disallowed political ads on their platform [1]. Instead of ceasing to
advertise, 5 of the top 75 violating pages continued running ads but stopped declaring them as political (7), even though they were clearly of political nature as they had previously declared (nearly) all their ads as political. Even though these 5 pages advertised merchandise such as T-shirts with political messages, or were advocating for civil rights and environmental policy, Facebook only detected and took down 3% of their ads running after the election. Overall, 1,018 pages ran 71,426 undeclared ads after the U.S. election, whereas they only ran declared political ads before then. These pages did not appear to be deterred by the political ad pause, and Facebook did not effectively prevent them from running ads that were very likely political. This failure of enforcement rendered the ad pause less effective, and put these violating pages at an unfair advantage over advertisers who did comply and ceased running political ads as required [70, 94].

6.2 Current enforcement by advertiser class

Facebook’s policy on ads that require disclosure is broader than just ads published by obvious political actors such as parties or candidates [64]. Consequently, the Ad Library Report also lists advertisers beyond those actors, such as those placing ads about social issues, in partnership with (on behalf of) political actors, or with (non-partisan) calls to vote, next to advertisers with incorrectly detected ads (subsection 5.2).

6.2.1 Page classification

To quantify the prevalence of different types of advertisers, we match internal and external data sources with observed Facebook page metadata to classify pages into one of four top-level categories: (1) political, (2) government, (3) media, and (4) issue-related.

- We retrieve political committees for the 2020 U.S. elections from Facebook’s Ad Spending Tracker [106] (matched on page name) and the OpenSecrets project of the Center for Responsive Politics [85] (matched on page ID).
- We retrieve political candidates and parties registered for the 2020 Brazilian municipal elections from the Supreme Electoral Court [98] (matched on CNPJ).
- We retrieve pages who identified themselves during Facebook’s advertiser authorization process through a Federal Election Commission identification number (FEC ID) for U.S. political pages or U.S. government credentials for U.S. government pages from our data (matched on page ID).
- We retrieve media organizations from Media Bias/Fact Check [77] and NewsGuard [83] (matched on page alias), with local pages for large news aggregators manually added.
- We retrieve U.S. nonprofit (tax-exempt) organizations as potential issue-related pages from National Center for Charitable Statistics [20, 81] and Internal Revenue Service [40].
data (matched on disclaimer and ZIP code).
  - We retrieve manually curated Explore lists [86] containing political, government, media, and issue-related pages from CrowdTangle [29] (matched on page ID).
  - We enumerate the most common Facebook page categories for pages within the previous data sets, manually select those categories that are sufficiently specific to a class, and then retrieve all pages within those categories (Appendix F) from our data (matched on page ID).
  - We retrieve all pages that completed Facebook’s advertiser authorization process from our data (matched on page ID).

Overall, 59.7% of pages fall into one of the four categories. We distinguish an additional 11.3% of pages outside these topics that completed the authorization process, as this implies a genuine intent to at least sometimes place political ads.

6.2.2 Distribution of political ads over classes

We first analyze the composition of advertisers listed in the Ad Library Report globally, i.e., within our scope of pages with at least one recent (declared or detected) political ad (subsection 4.1). We expect mostly political and issue pages to appear in the Report; however, based on our classification (Table 4), ‘obvious’ political advertisers only represent 39% of measured pages, with a further 8% that are issue advertisers; these combined account for 73% of observed political ads. Only 53% of all pages were authorized to declare ads as political. Unauthorized pages may have no political motive, suggesting they inadvertently published ads that fall under the political ad policy,\(^8\) or their ads were incorrectly detected as political by Facebook. Alternatively, they may be political actors that refuse to authorize themselves, or may be unable to do so due to Facebook’s policies, e.g., if they are outside the country in which they want to run political ads [36].

We further analyze whether certain page classes are more likely to have such “unintentionally” undeclared and detected ads by comparing detected with overall ad counts (Table 4). Government (6% detected vs. 4% overall) and issue (16% vs. 8%) pages are overrepresented, hinting at discrepancies between their and Facebook’s understanding of which ads should be declared. Media pages account for the most detected ads in absolute numbers (34%), but place ads in similarly high volumes (35% of all ads). 46% of authorized pages and 21% of political pages failed to declare at least one ad that was later detected, even though Facebook’s ad policy requires all ads from or on behalf of political figures to be disclosed.

Next, we measure the proportions of political ads over all ads per page and class. If an advertiser is political in nature, we expect them to have 100% political ads, either because they properly declare all their ads or because Facebook detects their undeclared ads. Indeed, this largely holds for identified political pages (Table 4), where 81% had only political ads. However, for government, issue, and media pages, this share is much lower, at 23%, 22%, and 12% respectively, and median proportions of political ads of 20%, 25%, and 0% respectively, showing that the Report contains many (classes of) pages whose ads are mostly non-political. Across all pages with observed ads (Figure 6), we similarly see that 44% had only political ads, while 33% had no political ads observed during our measurement, with the latter increasing for larger advertisers, suggesting these may not have political intent.

Overall, we find that 47% of pages in the Ad Library Report are not authorized, with over 33% of pages partly publishing political ads over time. These pages may have had incorrectly detected ads (false positives) or placed an ad that they did not consider political even though Facebook did. Indeed, government and issue pages are much more likely to have ads detected by Facebook. When pages have no clear political motive, the advertisers as well as Facebook must determine at the individual ad level whether the ad is in scope of the political ad policy, which may be more prone to interpretation errors and disagreements and therefore lead to enforcement errors. Conversely, we consider 39% of pages to be core political actors. Although Facebook’s policies require any ad made by a political actor to be declared [11], enforcement is still necessary as 21% of such pages have at least one detected ad. Next, we analyze whether these pages had any ads that were neither declared nor detected by Facebook.

6.3 Missed ads by political advertisers

Through our classification from subsubsection 6.2.1, we can identify advertisers that are known or self-declare to be political actors. For these advertisers, Facebook’s ad policy explicitly mandates that all their ads be declared (“ads made by” a political actor). If these advertisers fail to disclose all their ads, Facebook should detect them. With this premise, we can measure whether those pages had any undetected ads that Facebook’s enforcement missed within 14 days after the ad’s first activity. By taking a more holistic approach where we identify groups of pages and ads where enforcement is required, we avoid introducing any interpretation of our own of what should be a ‘political ad’ [102], as well as errors from machine learning models that detect political ads [34, 96].

\(^8\)These ads then likely triggered inclusion in the Report; due to delays in this inclusion, we cannot observe these one-off political ads (subsection 4.5).
stead, by selecting pages that we believe to be clearly in scope of Facebook’s political ad policy, we have greater confidence that we observe genuine errors in Facebook’s enforcement.

Table 5 shows the different lists of political pages that we derived from the external data sources. To ensure the precision of these lists, one author manually verified all pages with undetected ads from the three U.S.-based lists and removed entries that were not political actors. One such example was a media page that ran a few one-off ads on behalf of a presidential campaign and disclosed them using the campaign’s FEC ID. For the larger list of advertisers that self-declare in political Facebook page categories, such as ‘Politician’ or ‘Political Organization,’ we randomly sampled 50 pages from ‘Political Organization,’ we randomly sampled 50 pages from Facebook.

Cross federal and state-level U.S. political advertisers, i.e., those that Facebook included in its Spending Tracker or verified through an FEC ID as well as major committees tracked by OpenSecrets, performance is nearly perfect with at most 0.17% missed ads, depending on the list (Table 5). If we broaden our view to include additional core political actors in the U.S., identified based on manually curated political Explore lists from CrowdTangle (a subsidiary of Facebook) or the category of their Facebook pages, Facebook misses more ads (0.96% in total). As these additional lists also cover advertisers for local elections, the increase in missed ads suggests that Facebook is less successful at identifying smaller political actors. In absolute terms, out of the combined 11,356 ads that U.S. core political actors failed to declare, Facebook was only able to detect for 416 (3.7%) that they were political and therefore enforce its ad policy. Facebook failed to detect the remaining 10,940 electoral ads, including ads from a U.S. senator and former presidential primary candidate with almost 10 million dollar in ad spend, who was able to run undisclosed (and undetected) ads after the U.S. elections.

We now analyze whether Facebook’s enforcement is consistent globally through international lists of political actors, comparing performance in particular to that in the United States. For candidates and parties registered in the 2020 Brazilian municipal elections [98], 1.57% of ads went undetected, even though Facebook could easily match their provided CNPJ ID with the official list of political advertisers. Silva et al. [96] observed a slightly higher false negative rate of 2.2% in the 2018 Brazilian elections, albeit across all advertiser types. Across global lists of political actors curated by CrowdTangle, 2.15% of ads were missed. Across pages that classify themselves in a political Facebook page category, 4.3% of ads were neither declared nor detected. (Note that this is a lower bound, as pages could select generic categories that we do not include here. Within the other lists of political pages, we find 3,311 ‘Public Figure’ and 715 ‘Personal Blog’ pages, for example.) All of these false negative rates are worse.
than even the most broadly defined set of political actors in the United States. Across all political advertisers worldwide, we find a false negative rate of 4.5%, almost five times that of the U.S. 16.4% of pages published at least one political ad that was not detected, more than three times as many as in the U.S., even though they are obvious political actors.

We further break down rates of undetected ads for advertisers in political Facebook page categories by country (Figure 7), as these advertisers cover all countries in our scope. Again, Facebook misses the fewest ads in the United States (0.85% false negatives), whereas enforcement can be considerably worse in other countries: in absolute terms, Argentina, Brazil, and India have over 10,000 undetected ads each, while in relative terms, Argentina, North Macedonia, and Malaysia have between 30% and 45% undetected ads. This further suggests that Facebook does not succeed in enforcing its policies consistently worldwide, leaving some users more exposed to violating political ads. This inconsistency may be due to language-specific model deficiencies [92], in particular if little training data is available [82]. Additionally, the review model may fail to incorporate different cultural contexts, with certain topics being considered politically sensitive only in some countries, as Facebook itself recognizes [84]. However, other confounding factors exist, such as the importance of individual pages, the reach of ads, or heightened attention due to ongoing elections [61]. These prevent us from reliably attributing performance differences to one or more causes.

Overall, of all 122,973 ads that political advertisers do not declare, Facebook only succeeds in detecting a very minor share of 6,010 ads or 4.9%, while failing to detect 116,963 ads, meaning that Facebook’s enforcement is ineffective at discovering violating ads even from advertisers with a clear political intent. Moreover, if an advertiser properly declares their ad, Facebook does not have to make an enforcement decision, increasing the significance of any error made for an undeclared ad. In terms of potential exposure, the activity period for these undetected ads is similar to that for detected ads (subsection 5.1). While Facebook does not disclose spend and impressions metadata for ads not known to be political, we use the average ad spend and impressions across each page’s political ads to estimate that advertisers likely spent between 4.6 and 9.2 million U.S. dollars on undetected ads, and that these ads had between 2.2 and 2.4 billion impressions. As with detected ads, users are therefore exposed in great quantities to these violating ads. However, undetected ads lack even the transparency that comes with after-the-fact detection, since these ads disappear from the Ad Library and can no longer be scrutinized once they become inactive.

**Summary** Detection led 22 of the 75 pages with the most detected ads to correctly declare more political ads. However, the remaining pages can and do continue publishing undeclared political ads even after Facebook detected their undeclared ads, and after Facebook prohibited political ads in the U.S. Facebook’s policies appear to result in non-political pages being listed in the Ad Library Report as having political ads, which may have been inadvertently published or erroneously detected. Conversely, we consider only 39% of pages to be core political actors, who we expect to declare all their ads or else get detected by Facebook. Unfortunately, we find at least 116,963 ads from these clearly political advertisers that were missed by Facebook’s detection (*false negatives*).

Moreover, these missed ads are unevenly distributed worldwide: while for U.S. advertisers only 0.85% of ads are missed, we see a false negative rate of up to 45% in other countries. Put differently, for political pages only 4.9% of undeclared ads are detected, resulting in at least 2.2 billion (estimated) impressions that expose users to ads that hide their political nature and avoid disclosing who paid for the ad.

### 7 Discussion

Across the ads where Facebook has to make an enforcement decision, we observe 61% more undetected ads (across political pages; subsection 6.3) than detected ads (across all pages; subsection 5.1) within 14 days after their first activity. In addition, we observe that 55% of detections in the U.S. are likely false (subsection 5.2). Translated into classification metrics, we estimate a precision of 0.45, a recall of 0.22, and subsequently an $F_1$ score of 0.29, all indicative of insufficiently accurate classification, and calling into question whether Facebook’s enforcement is truly effective.

Incidentally, these error estimates are conservative and biased favorably towards better performance by Facebook. We quantify false negatives only across clearly political pages, where all ads must be declared, and enforcement is likely easier. If Facebook were to implement detection of every ad from such pages, our conservative estimate of the false negative rate would become zero. However, our estimate does not include potentially missed ads from other (non-political) advertisers; if these publish political ads without disclosing them, the ads would likely be more difficult to detect, given that they must be evaluated individually. Kosnovik and Goga [102] found 4% of “strong political” ads to be undeclared, similar to our false negative rate. However, 7% of “political” and 26% of “marginally political” ads were also undeclared, and such ads were more often placed by NGOs, advocacy groups and charity organizations. This suggests that we would also find a non-zero false negative rate if we were to extend our estimate to include individual ads from non-political actors. Nevertheless, our results present a baseline for ads currently missed by Facebook. Conversely, we conservatively estimate worldwide false positives based on our findings among advertisers in the United States. We found that the false negative rate was lowest in the United States; if a similar trend holds for false positives, Facebook’s worldwide false positive rate is likely higher than in the U.S. Therefore, Facebook’s global performance is likely worse than our estimate.

We now discuss five factors that enable more effective
enforcement, and highlight how our findings suggest that Facebook’s implementation is lacking in these areas. We also outline recommendations to Facebook for improving its enforcement and reduce erroneously missed or detected ads, as well as improve researchers’ ability to audit its enforcement.

First, in terms of technical capability, Facebook’s enforcement approach appears insufficient for the task of classifying political ads. Its automated moderation systems apparently do not learn or incorporate obvious signals of political intent, such as a page’s self-categorization (subsection 6.3), and this despite a high false positive rate (subsection 5.2). Even if Facebook’s review were more performant, the scale of its ad business means that low error rates still result in large absolute counts of missed political ads. Recommendation: Facebook should expand its enforcement approach to take the advertiser into account, e.g., by monitoring pages in political categories more strictly [36, 64]. Such simple, clearly enforceable rules could complement the current automated review.

Second, policy enforcement should be timely and come with appropriate consequences to prevent future violations. However, pages were still able to repeatedly run undeclared ads, even during the pause on political ads in the U.S. (subsection 6.1). Moreover, violating ads sometimes run for a long period or are already inactive by the time of detection, resulting in large exposure (billions of impressions) before they are caught, if ever (subsection 5.1). Recommendation: Facebook should ensure stricter consequences for repeatedly violating advertisers, such as (temporarily) restricting them from running ads.

Third, enforcement must be consistent in order to be fair and effective for all users and advertisers. However, next to the overall enforcement errors that suggest inadequate reviewing resources, it appears that missed ads are more common outside the United States, where Facebook’s enforcement suffers from higher false negative rates (subsection 6.3), leaving users there more vulnerable to obscured political ads. Recommendation: Facebook should ensure consistent performance globally, independent of an ad’s language. To capture cultural differences, they should engage with local governments, regulators and organizations to adapt policies and enforcement strategies to the local context [64, 101]. This includes identifying country-specific sensitive topics. Furthermore, they should mandate ad declaration worldwide, to ensure that no users in any country are unnecessarily left vulnerable to malicious political advertisers [84, 101].

Fourth, enforcement errors could result from insufficient ad policies. We find many largely non-political advertisers who appear to (possibly unintentionally) violate these policies and have detected ads (subsubsection 6.2.2), even though they might have good intentions and be unaware that their ad was ‘political.’ This may be due to ambiguity in ad policies, in particular whether social issue ads “seek to influence public opinion.” Our ‘expert’ annotators did not always agree on whether an ad was political (subsection 5.2), suggesting that advertisers may also find this difficult, in particular as policies are spread out across many resources [1, 4, 5, 7, 11–13, 18, 27, 28, 46, 56, 57]. Recommendation: Facebook should further clarify and simplify its political ad policies, making it very obvious whether an ad is in scope or not [22, 101]. In addition, policies should be collected in one easily discoverable location [67, 78], with updates being clearly indicated and previous versions remaining available [22].

Finally, the quality of enforcement also affects the transparency into the political ad ecosystem that the Ad Library is meant to provide. Missed political ads disappear from the Ad Library once they become inactive, and additional metadata such as its spend and impressions are unavailable. Conversely, falsely detected non-political ads result in unrelated advertisers and ads appearing in the Ad Library, which may result in overestimating political ads on Facebook, and increases the (infrastructural and human) resources required to retrieve, process and analyze data for all advertisers (subsection 4.5). Recommendation: Although we commend Facebook for their current transparency efforts, as they enable our audit and allow us to suggest improvements, they should expand transparency by including all ads in their archive and API to enable reproducible and scalable analysis of their enforcement [2, 26, 35, 39, 59, 62, 64, 65, 71, 88, 110]. For detected ads, they should also disclose which policy was violated and how they determined this [22], instead of the current binary signal.

However, changes to enforcement and transparency should be balanced with legitimate commercial and privacy concerns around sharing ad metadata, as well as consider adversarial counteractions from advertisers, who for example could attempt to evade efforts to identify them as a political actor (e.g., by selecting an unrelated page category). Actors beyond Facebook may therefore also need to intervene: legislators could harmonize definitions of both political and issue ads across platforms [67] as well as set enforcement and transparency requirements [2, 26] that would be overseen by regulators [110] (Appendix D). Ultimately, such regulatory pressure would entail a shift away from the current self-regulatory model to co-regulation [39, 110]: being allowed to self-regulate policies requires being able to enforce them well, which we show Facebook currently fails to achieve.

8 Conclusion

Through a large-scale collection of all ads from 215,030 pages with political ads over seven months, we conduct an audit of Facebook’s political ad policy enforcement. We study whether this enforcement prevents negligent or malicious advertisers from weakening the integrity of the online political ad ecosystem by running political ads without disclosing them as required, and whether enforcement unnecessarily harms legitimate advertisers. Unfortunately, we find that Facebook’s detection of political ads is flawed: Facebook misses more ads than they detect, and over half of those detected ads are
incorrectly flagged. This enables advertisers to violate policies for an extended time or even evade bans on political ads. We attribute these flaws to limitations in Facebook's approach that does not sufficiently take into account the political intent of advertisers, allows pages to continue running violating ads, does not appear to be localized well in many countries, and is based on ambiguous policies that are harder to comply with and to enforce. These flaws then result in worse transparency into the online political ad ecosystem, as undisclosed and undetected political ads are neither accounted for in the summary statistics of the Ad Library Report, nor archived in the Ad Library so that the ads could be scrutinized after they become inactive. Yet, despite its flaws, it is also due to this transparency that we can audit Facebook's enforcement and formulate our recommendations to improve it: By being able to hold platforms accountable, we can work towards more secure online political speech.
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